Greenhouse SHEM Steering Committee Meeting Evaluation

Meeting Date: ______________________

1. On a scale of 1-7, with "1" being low and "7" being high, how well did we meet your expectations for the meeting? _____

2a. Did you get what you came for today? ____ NO _____ YES

2b. If yes, what did you get?

2c. If no, why not?

3. When this group gets together next, what is it important that the group makes sure it does not overlook doing?

4. On a scale of 1-7, with "1" = "not helped" and "7" = "very helpful", on what level do you feel this process has helped your confidence in your daily activities/responsibilities? _____

5. On a scale of 1-7, with "1" = "uncomfortable" and "7" = "very comfortable", rate your level of comfort with the GH SHEM process we are following. _____

6. Where do you think the GH SHEM SC is on the Step Ladder? ______________________

   Safety - Who am I?
   Trust - Who are you?
   Group Identity - Who are we?
   Goal - What is our task?
   Vision - Where are we going?

7. Please capture any comments or lessons learned.

Return to Eric by e-mail (eh22@cornell.edu) or Aimee (abr6@cornell.edu)